From several coins of Campania (Italy) arrived in the small square of Bomerano, a part of the town of Agerola, close to Amalfi and on the E12 - Mediterranean Path, some hundred of walkers, all FIE's members. More than 220 participants, representative of 9 FIE's clubs (Get Valllo di Diano, Get Cultnatura, Mundus Vivendi, Alta Quota Trekking, Trek Natura Cilento, Ulyxes, Sentieri degli Dei, Lega Navale di Salerno, Irpinia Trekking), after the official welcome, started with their flags, backpack and a light rain. The path that was chosen by organisers (Regional Committee Campania of FIE) was a famous leg of the E12 from Agerola to Positano, named Sentiero degli Dei. A lot of information about Eurorando were offered to participants, to promote the event and its history. After 3 hours almost, the big group arrived to the picturesque village of Nocelle, situated in the middle part of the path. Here, all participants had some time for a small lunch, while the square was lighted by a pleasant sunshine. Power of the Goods! From Nocelle the group moved toward Montepertuso and from this small village, started the long stair (a path characterised by almost 2000 steps) that allow to reach Positano. What other: it was a very special event and people did really enjoyed to be there, speaking about Europe.